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Preamble

Establishment and origin
Thai Sun, President of the Southern California Alumni Association (School of Law class of 1981) and his wife, Ma Wenqi, Liaison Advisor for the Southwestern U.S., established this scholarship for exchange students from Chapman University in 2020 to enhance the interest of Chapman University students to study at SU and promote campus internationalization of the alma mater. In order to appropriately administer the scholarship, these “Soochow University Incentive Scholarship for Exchange Students from Chapman University Implementation Measures” (hereinafter referred to as the “Measures”) are hereby stipulated.

Article 1
Recipients
Chapman University students arriving at SU for exchange in accordance with the agreement between the two schools and who are reviewed and approved by SU.

Article 2
Application method
Applicants shall apply for the scholarship concurrently upon application for exchange at SU in April and October every year.

Article 3
Application requirements
When applying for exchange at SU, the applicant must have achieved a GPA of greater than or equal to 2.0, must complete one semester of exchange in this school, and enroll in coursework at SU totaling at least 6 academic credits.

Article 4
Number of awards and monetary value
(1) The number of awards depends on the number of exchange students recommended by Chapman University that year, up to 4 students maximum.
(2) Each recipient will be awarded US$500. After arriving in Taiwan and registering at SU, SU will exchange the award into New Taiwan dollars before disbursement.

Article 5
Notes
Except for force majeure factors, if the recipient student terminates the exchange plan before completion, eligibility for the award will be cancelled, and the full scholarship must be returned.
Article 6  Disbursement principles
This scholarship is earmarked for exclusive use. According to SU regulation, the balance of each donation not disbursed for more than two years will be applied by the International Affairs Center for the extension of use and allocated to the fund for the Student Financial Aid Program.

Article 7  Reporting of disbursement status
The International Affairs Center will approve and notify the SU Office of Social Resource, Alumni Service and Career Development and the donor by letter of the implementation results and fund usage status for each academic year within one month.

Article 8  Formulation and modification of the Measures
These Measures were formulated by the donor in conjunction with the Soochow University International Affairs Center, approved by the International Exchange Committee, and issued and implemented after being approved by the President. The same procedure shall apply to subsequent amendments.